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I. INTRODUCTION

It has become popular in recent days to suggest that rml mass transit investment can be a useful lmple-

mentation lever for guiding urban growth (Calthorpe, 1993; Katz, 1993) It Is often argued that raft mass

transit extensions, along with supportive land use policies, will encourage higher residential densities and

the development of mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented urban "villages," particularly at transit stations By

helpmg to cluster development at station nodes and along rail corridors, investments in rail mass transit

will &scottrage low-density suburban sprawl, promote open-space preservation, reduce development pres-

sures on the natural environment, and make better use of existing infrastructure-- thereby lowering total

public service costs Moreover, to the extent that residents of such station area villages substitute transit

use for auto use, vehicle emissions and traffic congestion wall also be reduced Because congestion and

auto-based emissions reductions are key goals of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of

1991 (ISTEA) and the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, numerous agencies charged with implement-

ing these two acts are seriously considering programs that emphasize rail mass ~ranslt construction and

the coordinated development of urban or transit villages

As yet, two things are massing from this rosy view a consistent theory that explains how and

under what circumstances transit investments will promote greater development densities and a different

development max: and an ernpzrzcal record demonstrating that past transit investments have in fact genera-

ted more desirable land use forms

Economics provides a clear theoretical framework within which to test the proposition that transit

investments will sigmficantly affect land use patterns cap~tatzzat~on theory. Capitalization theory assumes

that the market value of improved public services will be transrmtted (or "capitalized") into the values 

nearby or adjacent land parcels. To the extent that new or improved ma~s transit service provides a real

economic benefit, the value of that benefit should be capitalized into nearby land parcels. Put another

way, ff consumers truly value transit service, then they should be willing to pay a premium for transit-

accessible locatlons. Since the supply of translt-accessible locations is necessarily limited, the prices of

such locations should rise Capitalization theory provides a framework for testing the market value of

rail mass transit service" the site values of parcels or homes neat- a transit station should be significantly

hagher than the site values of otherwise comparable parcels not near a transit station.

This paper provides a comparative perspective on the relative economic benefits (as capitalized

into nearby home values) of five Callforma heavy arid hght-rail transit systems:l



BART --the Bay Area Rapid Transit system
® CalTram --a commuter railroad serving the San Mateo Peninsula and San Francisco

San Jose’s llght-rail system
¯ Sacramento’s hght-rail system
" the San Diego Trolley

This paeer breaks new ground in a number of areas. It is the first capitalization study of rail tran-

.,,Jr to compare so many systems and, in particular, to compare heavy and light-rail systems It is one of

only a handful of capltalizanon studies to measure and compare accessibility to rail transit with accessibil-

ity to the primary competing mode: freeways Finally, it is the first transit capitalization study to distm-

gmsh between the benefits of hying near a rail transit station -- improved accessibility-- with costs of

~ivmg too near a transit route --noise and vibration.

This paper is organized into six parts. The next part, Part II, summarizes previous ".ranslt and

highway capitalization studies Part III introduces the basic capitalization model to be tested, and explains

how the data used m the model were assembled Part IV presents several summary comparisons of the

five transit systems exarmned in this analysis Part V presents the various model results, and Part VI

summarizes the study findings and examines their policy implications

II. TRANSPORTATION CAPITALIZATION MODELS: A REVIEW

The assumption that accessibility as capitalized into property values lies at the heart of contempo-

raU urban economics Urban location and density models developed by Alonso (1964), Mills (1967,

1972), and Muth (1969) all describe how and why firms mad households bid up the prices of accessible

,,lies The result of the bidding process, at least in the case of the mono-cenmc city, is the classical, nega-

tive exponential density/land rent gradient

Capitalization theory is predictive as well as descriptive It predicts that outward transportation

,extensions should be followed by higher suburban land values as improvements in accessibility are quickly

capitalized. A number of historical studies of urban structure and land prices have demonstrated exactly

this dynamic (Ho~, 1933, Adkms, i958, Brigham, 1964).

Few transportation investments produce uniform improvements in accessibility. Most modern

transportation systems are designed around nodal instead of umform access. In the case of a freeway,

users must access the system at an interchange, in the case of rad tranat, patrons board at pamcular sta-

tions The nodal-access nature of modern transportation systems suggests that (within the general con-

text of a declimng metropolitan land rent gradient) property values should be higher near points of sys-

tem access, be they transit stations or freeway interchanges.



Empirical Studies of Transport Capitalization

The literature on transport capitalIzatlon focuses on th~s question Are, in fact, property values

higher near highway rights-of-way, adjacent to freeway interchanges, or near mass transit stauons~

Empirical studies of transport capitalization can be orgamzed along a number of dimensions (Table 1)

1 Type offaczlzty: Some studies consider highway or freeway capitalization, others focus
On tr0xISlt.

2 Type of effect" Some studies consider only positive capltahzauorl effects-- that is, the
benefits of improved accessibility. Other studies consider negative capitallzauon-- the
dlsamenlty costs of noise or congestion

3 Type ofproper1:y and transactzon: Empirical studies of transport capltaliza~lon are nearly
evenly split between analyses of undeveloped land values (usually based on appraised or
assessed values), and analyses of housing prices (usualiy based on sate transactions, and
limited to single-family homes). Owing to a lack of reliable data, studies of commercial
rent or value differentials attributable to transportation accessibility are virtually non-
existent 2

4. Method of comparlson. Most empirical studies of the capitalization of transport facility
benefits take one of two approaches (1) lor~gitudmal studies comparing land value 
price changes for sites near or adjacent to a newly constructed facl]ltles, 3 or (2) "Hedomc"
studies comparing price variations across multiple properties as a function of distance
or proximity to a particular transport facility, holdang constant other property attri-
butes 4 A few empirical studies have been based on case studies and/or survey data°

H~ghwa’v Capztalzzat~on Studzes

Economists have been conducting empirical studies of the property value effects of highways for

nearly 40 years. Most measure capitalization in the same way in terms of increased property values over

time as a fiancuon of distance to the highway right-of-way. Virtually all of the early highway studies found

large and slgmficant land value increases associated with highway construction. Buffmgton’s and Meuth’s

1964 report on Temple, Texas, for example, tracked 19 years of land value changes and concluded that:

"the probable highway bypass influence in the Temple area was 2,562 percent, or $2,331. This represents

a tremendous increase in land value in the study area as opposed to the control area" (p. 11).

More recent studies -- especially those which focus on home pri&s instead of land~ have been more

ambivalent. Langley (i981), for example, used 17 years of home sales data from North Springfield, Virginia,

to evaluate the impacts of the Was~ngton Capital Bettway. He concluded that properties adjacent to the

Beltway sold at a &scount and appreciated at a reduced rate when compared with more distant properties.

Palmquist (1982), in an analysis of slngleofamlly home prices in Washington state, and Tomaslk (1987), 

a study of home prices in Phoenix, both report net positive property value effects associated with high-

way construction, but also acknowledge that for the closest homes, accessibility premiums may be offset

by nolse-related price reductions
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Transit Studies

Most contemporary studies of transit capitalization utilize hedomc models of residential sales prices

(as opposed to assessor or appraiser estimates of value) No single functional form dominates the litera-

ture Many studies use simple linear forms; others model multiphcative or exponential relationships.

Most transit capitalization studies use distance from the nearest transit station (either as measured

along streets, or as-the-crow-flies, or in terms of distance rings) as the critical independent variable for

modelling the price effects of transit Studies of the Toronto Subway and Phlladelphaa-Lindenwold High

Speed Line, however, obtained good results using alternative independent variables Dewees (I976) conclu-

ded that a weighted travel-time based measure was superior to distance-based measures for predicting the

rent gradient around Toronto’s Bloor Street Subway Bajic’s 1983 study of the Toronto Subway’s Spadlna

Line also relied on weighted travel time instead of distance Three Lindenwold studies published dunng

the 1970s (Boyce et ai, 1972; Allen et al, 1974; and Mudge et al, 1974) used relative travel cost savings 

model the property values effects of the Iine More recently, Allen, Chang, Marchetti, and Pokalsky

(1986) attempted to calculate the actual commute cost savings associated with the Lindenwold line

As shown in Table 1, transit capitalization studies have produced wildly different estimates of

the value of station proxlrmty Two studies pubhshed in 1993 provide a good illustration of this range

At one extreme, Gatzlaff and Smith used both repeat sales indices and a hedonic price model to evaluate

the change in home prices attributable to the Miami Metrorail system. They concluded that residential

s’ales prices were, at most, only weakly ’affected by the announcement of the new rail system At the

other extreme, A1-Mosaind, Dueker, and Strathman (1993) estimated that single-famlly homes located

within a 500-meter walk of stations on Portland’s hght-rall system sold at a premium of $4,324 (or over

10 percent) when compared with otherwise similar homes beyond that distance.

Other transit capitalization studies have produced estimates somewhere between these two

extremes In Vancouver, Ferguson (1988) esnmated an accessibility price premium of $4°90 (Canadian)

per foot of distance from the closest light-raft station, but only for those homes within one-half mile of

the line. In Atlanta, Nelson (1992) found that transit accessibility increased home prices in lower-income

census tracts, but decreased values in upper-income tracts In Philadelphia, Voith (1991) found that home

prices in census tracts served by the PATCO commuter rail system were ten percent higher than home

prices in unserved tracts

Perhaps the single most studied transit system m the country is BART BART began partial East

Bay service in 1972, with fuli Transbay servlce following m 1975. Two prehmanary studies by Dorn-

busch (1975) and Burkhardt (1976) noted reduced property values around some BART station areas-- 

finding they attributed to increased noise and auto congestion. In a survey of homeowners, Baldassare et

al. (1979) found a reduced preference for homes near elevated BART station By contrast, Blayney Associ-

ates (1978) concluded that BART had a small but sIgmficant positive effect on prices of single-famaly



homes within 1,000 feet of some (but by no means all) stations. Owing to the relative newness of the

BART system at the time these four studies were conducted, their results should be regarded as prehmmary.

Still Needed: Comparability

As Table I suggests, it is difficult to draw any generalizations from the transport capltahzatlon

literature regarding the magnitude, extent, or duration of the capitalization effect. None of the studies

are comparative, each uses a different methodology to model a different property market and a different

transportation facility during a different period. Only three studies (Allen et al, 1986; Bajlc, 1983; and

Voith, 1991) are explicitly multi-modal, typically, those studies that consider transit accessibility do not

consider highway capitalization, and vice versa. The exclusion of competing modes may not be that sig-

mficant in highway capitalization studies of small cities or rural property markets where transit service is

lacking, but it is likely to be significant m transit capitalization studies of urban property markets

Finally, with the exception of the recent Toronto and Philadelphia Lmdenwold studies, accessibil-

ity is defined very loosely-- usually as a general function of airline (or as-the-crow-flies) distance to the

transportation facility Depending on the area and the configuration of the transportation system, as-the-

crow-flies distance may substantially underestimate actual travel distance A preferable measure of accessl-

blhty would be network-door-to-lnterchange/statlon distance, that ~s, travel distance along the street net-

work from the front door of the subject property to the nearest freeway interchange or transit station

The common mls-measurement of distance also makes it difficult to differentiate between the (presumed)

positive capitalization effects associated with greater accessibility, and the (presumed) negative capitaliza-

tion effects associated with direct proxlrmty to a noisy or congested transportation facility

Timing, Congestion Effects, and Realized Accessibility

Capitalization, like much in life, ,s a matter of nrmng In the case of transport capitalization,

property values may rise in advance of a new transit system or expanded freeway capacity as speculators

bid up prices in anticipation of additional gains later on To the extent that the market responds quickly

to transportation investments- that is, demand for nearby sites increases--such speculative behavior

may well be rewarded. The opposite case-- in which the market responds slowly to transportation

investments --is much more typical. Speculators may well lose out in such cases, as prices readjust

themselves downward --at least in the short run. Given such a dynarmc, one frequently finds a higher

level of capitalization immediately prior to the opening of a ma3or transportation facility than after-

wards. Studies that compare "right-before" and "nghtoaffer" prices without the benefit of longer-term

price information will tend to runs-estimate capltalization’s extent

Not waiting long enough to study the capitalization effect can be a problem But so too can wmt-

ing too Iong --particularly with respect to additional highway capacity. To the extent that traffic expands

to fill available haghway capacity, new highway facilities may qulcldy become congested. When that hap-



pens, the initial accesslblhty advantages (and higher property values) associated with that highway invest-

merit would begin to dissipate Moreover, to the extent that transportation investments relieve conges-

tion on other facilities, such investments may actually contribute to higher property values elsewhere.

Finally, one must recognize that there is a difference between transportation capac:ty (or access:b:l-

:ty potential) and realized accessibility Accessibility potential is about the ease of travel (in terms of time,

cost, or convemence) regardless of demand. Realized access:bihty concerns the ease of travel between spec:-

flc origins and destinations. To the extent that a specific transportation investment makes possibie trips for

which there is only m:mmal demand, its contnbuuon to improving (realized) accessibility and thus 

higher property values will also be mammal S:malarly, in areas in which (reahzed) accessibility ~s already

ubiqu:tous, the capitalization effects of incremental transportation investments will tend to be mammal.

IIL MODEL SPECIFICATION AND DATA

This study deveiops a series of hedomc price models to determine the contribution of various struc-

tural, neighborhood quality, and, most importantly, transportatwn access variables to the price of single-

family homes in SLX California counties Hedomc price theory assumes that many goods are actually a com-

bination of different attr:butes, and that the overall transaction price can thus be decomposed into the com-

ponent (or "hedonic") prices of each attribute (Rosen, 1974, Freeman, 1979, Bart:k, 1987, 1988). As 

monly applied to the study of housing markets, hedomc price theory- suggests that a home is a combi-

nation of shelter, locatlonal, and financial services Sheker services reflect the physical size, quality, and

des:gn of the umt Locational services include neighborhood quality as well as the combination of taxes

and public goods assocmted with a particular parcel’s location. Financial services mc!ude the tax shelter

and appreciation benefits associated with homeownersbap, and vary with housing quality and location

Accessib:hty is generally viewed as a locational service, and is commonly measured in terms of travel

time or travel &stance between the home and some combination of work or non-work opportumtles

Staust:cal techmques mgenerally regression --are used to compare prices across a sample of dif-

ferent homes, and to control for their different attributes. The estimated regression coefficients can then

be interpreted as the hedomc prices associated with each attribute Hedomc price models have been esti-

mated to test for the ex:stence of relationships between housing pnce~ and a wide var:ety of neighbor-

hood attributes, including enwron_mental quality (Thayer, Albers, and Rahmatian, 1992), &stance from

landfills (5molen, Moore, and Conway, 1992), tax incidence (Chadry and Shah, 1989), noise pollution

(Allen, 1981), and proximaty to non-res:demial land uses (Grether and Maeszkowskt, 1980)

The hedorac price models estimated in this report alt follow the same general form

1990 Single-Family Home Sales Pricefi)
= [Home attributes fi),

Neighborhood quality variablesfi),
Transportation accessibihty vanables fi)]
where z indicates a specific home sale.



Housing and Neighborhood Quality Attributes

Home sales prices and attributes were extracted from the TRW-REDI data service for six repre-

sentative samples s of 4,180 smgle-famaly home transactions m Alameda, Contra Costa, Sacramento, San

Diego, San Mateo, and Santa Clara counties for the second quarter of 1990 1990 was the last year of posi-

tlve house price appreclation across Califorma. Since that time, real housing prices have either been flat,

or trending downward (1991-92), depending on the specific area In addition to the home sales pnces

(SALEPRICE), five measures of home quality were extracted-

1. Square footage oflzvzng area (SQFT) SQFT measures the living area size of each home,
excluding garage, porch, and deck space. All else being equal, one would expect this
variable to be posltlvely correlated with home prices the larger the home, the more
expensive it is hkely to be. Previous hedomc price models have usually revealed this
variable to be the single best predictor of home prices

2 Lot area zn square feet (LOTSIZE) All else being equal, we would expect households to
prefer larger lots.

3 Home age (AGE,) Depending on the city, this variable may be posltlve or negauve In
neighborhoods where older homes are prized for their architectural or l~storical value,
one would expect this variable to be positively correlated with price the older the
home, the higher the price It is hkely to bring. In more modern neighborhoods, where
oIder homes are smaller or less functional (by modern standards), this variable may
have a negative sign.

4 Number of bedrooms ~n the borne (BDP~14S) By ltsetf, this variable should be positively
correlated wlth home price all else being equal, the more bedrooms a home has, the
larger and more expensive it is hkely to be. D,fficultles of interpretation arise, how-
ever, when BDRMS is included In hedomc price models together with SQFT. Since
both variables measure home size, they are highly correlated In markets where home-
buyers place a premium on having more and larger bedrooms, BDRMS should be posi-
tive when coupled with SQFT In markets where buyers prefer other types of space
(e g, kitchens or bathrooms), this variable may have a negative sign.

5 Number of bathrooms zn the borne (BATHS): Lke bedrooms, this variable is positively
correlated with price All else being equal, the more bathrooms a home has, the larger
and more expensive it is likely to be. When BATHS is included together with SQFT,
however, the results may be different In markets where homebuyers place a premium
on having more and larger bathrooms, BATHS should be positlve when coupled with
SQFT In markets where buyers prefer other types of space (e.g, kitchens or bed-
rooms), or in wbach the typlcal home has a large number of bathrooms, this variable
may have a negative sign

Previous hedonic price studies have demonstrated that home prices are sharply reflective of

neighborhood quality The same house may sell at a tremendous premium if located in a b_tgh-mcome

neighborhood with higher levels of public services, or at a tremendous dlscou~at if located in a blighted,

deteriorating neighborhood. There are, of course, many ways to measure rleighborhood quality Past

studies have utilized measures of income levels, pubhc service frequency and quality, school achievement



scores, indices of deterioration, and racial mix. This study identifies neighborhoods as census tracts, and

draws on six census tract-based measures of neighborhood quality from the 1990 Census 6_

6. 1990 census tract rnedzan household ~ncome ~/IEDINC90). This variable measures the
1990 median household income of the census tract in which the home is located All
else being equal, one would expect this variable to be positively correlated with home
prices the higher the tract median income, the racer the area, the more households
should be willing to pay for housing This is the demand side of the income variable.
There is also, however, a "supply" side. Because most homes are financed, and because
a household’s income determines its ability to obtain financing, home prices are neces-
sarily linked to household incomes. This is particularly true in census tracts or neigh-
borhoods in which there is a large amount of housing turnover.7 The fact that income
enters hedomc price models on both the supply and demand sides means that it must be
interpreted very carefully

7 Share of census tract households m 1990 that are homeowners (PctO WNER) Tbas variable,
like income, above, can go both ways. On the demand side, one might expect that
homebuymg households might be willing to pay a premium to live in commumties of
people slmllar to themselves homeowners. Thus, one might expect this variable to be
positively correlated with home prices An opposite effect would occur on the supply
side. the lower the homeownershlp rate, the fewer the number of available homes for
~urchase, the more dear such homes are likely to be.

8-11 Share of census trac~ populatzon ~n 1990 that was Afr~can-Amerzcan (PctBLA CK}, As~an
?ctASIAN~; Hzspamc (PctHISP); and White ~PctWHITEJ We begin with the assumption
that most households have a preference to hve in the madst of communities of sirmlar
color (holding soclo-economlc characteristics such as income and age constant) Black
households would thus be expected to pay a premium to live in census tracts with a
sigmficant Black population; White households should be willing to pay a premium to
hve in Whiteomajorlty tracts, and so on The problem with testing thas assumption is
that we lack information on the race or ethmclty of the buyer.

A second-best hypothesis is that most households, regardless of their race, would
prefer to hve in a Whiteomajorl~ tract. This has less to do with social preferences, per
se, than with the recognition that homes in White-majority tracts have tended to appreci-
ate at a faster rate than homes in non-Whate-majonty tracts. Applying tbas theory, we
would expect to find a positive correlation between housing prices and PCtWI-tlTE, but a
negative correlation between housing prices and PctBLACK, PetASIAN, and PctHISP
To the extent that we do not find such correlatlon~, or find them to be stat~stlcally
mslgmficant, one maght conclude that housing prices and neighborhood racral make-up
are unrelated

Measuring Accessibility

Proximity to any sort of transportation facility is a two-edged sword. On one side, homes located

adjacent to, or nearby, a highway or rapid transit line usually have excellent accessibility On the other

side, homes located right next to ma3or transportation facilities must also suffer such dlsamemty effects as



noise, vibration, and, in the case of highways, localized concentrations of pollution. Homes located far

away from transportation facilities can avoid such disamenltles, but must sacrifice accessibihty.

All else being equal, one would expect accessibility to be positively capitalized into home values

homes located near transit stations and highways interchanges should sell at a premium when compared

with similar homes located farther away Similarly, one would expect the dlsamemty effects of being

located too near a transit line or freeway to be negatively capitalized into property values: homes located

adjacent to such facihties should sell at a discount when compared with comparable homes located at a

distance The extent of capitalization will depend in part on the configuration and the design of the

transportation facility Commuter rail lines, for example, may have fairly sizeable disamemty zones, as

may some types of at-grade highways. By contrast, underground transit lines, or above-grade freeways,

may minimally impact neighbonng land uses.

Four measures of transportation accessibility and proximity were included in the various

hedomc price models

12 Roadway dzstance from each home to the nearest rap~d transit statmn (TRANDIST)
TRANDIST measures the rmmmum distance along local roads from each home in the
dataset to the nearest rapid transit station. A negative value for TRANDIST (the
expected result) means that homes located near transit stations would sell at a premium
compared with homes located farther away

t3 Roadway d~stance from each home to the nearest freeway interchange (-HIPTDIST)
HWYDIST measures the minimum distance along local roads from each home in the
dataset to the nearest rapid transit station A negative value for HWYDIST (the
expected result) means that homes located near transit stations would sell at a premium
compared with homes located farther away.

14 Adjacency to the nearest rapzd transzt hne (TRANAD]): TRANADJ is a dummy variable
coded to one if a house is within 300 meters of an above-ground transit line, and zero
otherwise A negative value for TRANADJ (the expected result) means that homes
located within 300 meters of surface transit lines would sell at a discount when com-
pared with homes located farther away.

15. Adjacency to the nearest freeway (HWYADJ): HWYADJ is a dummy variable coded to
one if a house is within 300 meters of an above-ground freeway, and zero otherwise A
negative value for HWYADJ (the expected result) means that homes located within 300
meters of surface transit lines would seli at a discount when compared with homes loca-
ted farther away

Measuring each of these four variables by hand using paper maps for a sample of this size would

be an impossibly arduous task. Instead, ARC/INFO, a geographic information system (GIS), was used

to locate each home, transit ilne and station, and highway and interchange, and to measure the various

distances The GIS procedures used for this task are summarized in Appendix I

Table 2 reviews the variable data sources and summarizes the mean values of the model variables

for each county

10
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IV. CALIFORNIA’S FIVE RAIL MASS TRANSIT SYSTEMS

The degree to which transport service is capitalized into home values is more than a matter of

distance or proximity It also depends on the quality of that service All else being equal-- including

distance and proximity --transport service capitalization should be greater for homes that are accessible

o higher-quality transit service than for homes accessible to lower-quality transit service A sl~lar

assumption should hold for highways- transport capitalization should be greater for homes accessible to

higher-speed (or congestion-free) highways than for homes accessible to b_tghways with a lower quality 

service On the disamemty side, homes adjacent to noisy transit systems or freeway rights-of-way should

be worth less than otherwise similar homes located adjacent to quieter facilities.

California’s five transit systems --BART, CalTram, the San Diego Trolley, and the Sacramento

and Say. Jose hght-ra~l systems --offer very different levels arid qualities of service (Table 3). BART, the

Bay Area Rapid Transit system, is a modern, grade-separated, heavy-rail regional rail transit system with

frequent service CalTrain is a state-operated commuter railroad serving San Francisco workers who live

on the San Mateo Pemnsula Although not grade-separated, CalTram does have its own right-of-way

Opened in 1986, the San Diego Trolley serves downtown San Diego from the south and east Except in

the downtown areas, the trolley operates m its own right-of-way Sacramento’s light-rail system, also

c ompleted in 1986, is much like San Diego’s in configuration. It links several residential areas of the city

to downtown Sacramento on a combination of common and separated rights-of-way Opened in 1988,

San Jose’s hght-rail system is concentrated in the city’s downtown area, and does not yet extend to many

residential areas. All three hght-rail systems are of similar length.

Service Quality

How do the five transit services compare in terms of service quality? BART offers the fastest

trains, the most frequent service, and is open from four am. to midnight on weekdays (Table 4) Cal-

Train offers frequent, speedy service during commute hours, but riot during off-peak periods Two of

the three hght-raal systems --Sacramento and San Diego ~ offer comparable levels of service: vehicles on

both systems travel at an average speed of about 20 miles per hour at 15 minute headways during com-

mute hours. Non-peak headways for both systems are roughly 30 minutes. San Jose’s hght-rail vehicles

aie slower than San Diego’s or Sacramento’s but service ~s more frequent, especially during commute

~tours. Because all three of the light-rail systems use downtown city streets, service quality and headways

Jr~ay vary according to auto congestion levels.

Three of the five systems --BART, CalTrain, arid San Diego --use a dlstance-dependerit fare struc-

cure Sacramento Light Rail and San Jose Light Rail have a flat-fare structure Average fares for BART

and CatTrain were calculated by dividing total 199i revenue from fares by total unhnked trips. Average

~"ares for the three light-rail systems were calculated as the average of the minimum and maxdmum fares.

~lt $1 66 per trip, the average CalTrain trip is considerably more expensive than the average BART, San

12



Table 8
Capitalization Effects of BART

on f990 Contra Costa County Smgle-Famlly Home Prices

DependentVanable SALEPRICE (1990)

Home Characteristics
SQFT
LOTSIZE
BEDRMS
AGE

Contra Costa County
Coefficient t - stat

93 22 25 16
2.33 13 50

-8,218 73 -3 24
-932 34 -7 85

Ne(qhborhood Characteristics"
MEDINCOM
PctASIAN
PctBLACK

0 24 1 67
-108,747 98 -2 40
-55,319 85 -3 80

Locational Charactensttcs
TRANDIST (BART~
HWYDIST

-1 04 -3 44
1 32 1 80

CityDummy Vanables
MORAGA
KENSINGTON
LAFAYETTE
ORINDA
DANVILLE
SAN RAMON
WALNUT CREEK
BETHEL
CLAYTON
PLEASANT HILL
BYRON
CROCKETT
RICHMOND
PtNOLE
MARTINEZ
SAN PABLO
CONCORD
EL SOBRANTE
PACHECO
RODEO
OAKLEY
PITTSBURG
ANTIOCH
BRENTWOOD

47,885
40,041
28 241
26 745

-23 102
-34 307
u38 739
-83 186
-68 037
-69 148
-70 973
-80 106
-80 439
-82 726
-91 522
-92 544
-98 229

-1 O0 593
-104 628
-105 543
-124 073
-127 176
-132 185
-136 089

3 72
2 36
2 62
1 98
-2.17
-3 07
-4 45
-2 63
-3 79
-6 83
-5 19
-3 93
-9 12
-8 62
-9 50
-9 78
-11 65 "
-7 78
-214
-4 58
-11 54
-14 08
-13 63
-11 18

CONSTANT
R -Squared
Observations

195,34277
0 83
1229

1314



Jose, Sacramento, or San Diego tight-rail trip With an average fare of $1 00, San Jose Light Rail offers

the least expensive service Average per trip fares on BART, the San Diego Trolley, and Sacramento

Light Rail are comparable

Market Area Penetration and Ridership

Patronage levels vary sharply across the five systems (Figure 1 and Table 5). BART, with 74.7 real-

lion riders and 892 million passengers rmles in 1991, slgmficantly outperformed CalTrain (5 4 malhon pas-

sengers and 123 million passenger miles) arid the three hght-rail systems. Among the light-rail systems,

the San Diego Trolley carried significantly more passengers (for greater distances on average) than either

the Sacrva~ento or San Jose transit systems Of the five systems, the San Jose hght-rait system attracted

the fewest passengers in 1991 (2 4 n~lhon) and recorded the fewest passenger miles of travel (7 5 malhon)

Transit rldership depends on many things" service quality and cost, competition from other

modes, and the size of the overall market area To determine the extent of each system’s market area, we

first assumed a maxamum market radius of three miles for each transit station, and five mlies for the end-

of-the-line stations Next, we used a geographic information system (GIS) to superimpose the various mar-

ket areas on census tracts to estimate the populauor~ within the market areas The results are shown in

Table 5. Of the five systems, BART has the largest market area (2,102,767 persons as of 1990), followed

by the San Diego Trolley (1,030,183 persons) CalTrain, Sacramento Light Rail, and San Jose L~ght Rail

each serve a market area of about 3/4 million persons

Dividing passenger rldership by market size provides a useful index of market capture. For BART,

the value of this index m 1991 was 35 6 This is analogous to saying that every person m BART’s market

area made 35 6 BART trips in I991 The next highest market capture index was for the San Diego Trolley

15 5 passenger trips per market area resident For Sacramento Light Rail, the value of this index in t991

was 7.7, for CalTram, it was 7 2 This means that Sacramento Light Rail captured a greater share of its

market area than did CaiTram. At 3.3 passenger trips per market area resident, San Jose had the lowest

market capture index of the five systems.

The ability of a particular transit station to capture its market area depends in part on how easy

it Is for potential riders to get to that station. Market capture depends,on the extent to which comple-

mentary bus service is available, on the convemence of kiss-and-ride facilities, and on parking availablhty

it is in this last area --parking capacity--that there are slgmficant differences between the five systems.

Systemwlde, BART can accomodate more than 31,000 daily parkers at 24 stations (seven stations do not

have parking faclhues). Nineteen of 26 CalTrain stations have some parking facilities; however, their

collective capacity--at 3,438 spaces--is much lower than that of BART. The three hght-rail systems

offer parking at their outlying stations Systemw~de, the San Diego Trolley can accomodate 4,533 daily

parkers at 16 stations. Thirteen San Jose Light Rail stations offer a total of 6,298 parking spaces The

Sacramento hght-rail system is the most parking-constrained of the five systems: parking is available at
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only nine of the system’s 28 stations. BART’s ability to park so many more cars at more of its stations

than the other four systems make it much more accessible to its service area

Operating Cost Efficiency

Operating cost efficiency affects market share only mdirectIy To the extent that a transit service is

more expensive to operate (on a per-passenger or per-passenger-mile basis), or to the extent that sizeable

operating deficits must be covered out of other local-source funds, it may be politically difficult to expand

service to attract additional riders Operating costs (as of 1991) for the five systems ranged from a low 

$ 12 per passenger mile for the San Diego Trolley to a high of $1 01 per passenger m_tle for the San Jose

hght-rail system (Figure 2) At $o17 per passenger mile and $ 21 per passenger mile, respectively, CalTram

and BART were closer to the bottom end of this range. Operating costs for Sacramento’s hght-ra~l system

in 1991 were $ 37 per passenger mile Note that both the least and most expensive systems to operate

(the San Diego Trolley and San 5ose Light Rail) are both hght-rafl systems.

The San Diego Trolley also outperforms all other California systems m recovering its operating

costs from the farebox (Figure 3). Over 85 percent of its expenses are collected through passenger fares

Next best is BART, with a farebox recovery ratio of 44 percent. CalTram’s farebox recovery ratio is

nearly 40 percent Sacramento Light Rail recovers less than a third of its operating expenses from the

farebox, and San Jose’s farebox recovery rate is a dismal 8 percent

Of the five systems, BART and the San Diego Trolley are the least dependent on federal operat-

ing subsidies. Each recIeves less than 20 percent of annual operating costs from federal subsidies Sacra-

mento Light Rall and CalTram, conversely, depend on federal subsidies for 60 percent or more of their

operating costs. BART arid San Jose Light Rail fund a significant share of their operating costs out of

local property and sates taxes -- sources not used by the other three systems

V. THE CAPITALIZATION EFFECTS OF RAIL TRANSIT

We have divided our analysis of the housing price effects of transit accessIbihty/proxirmty into

two sections The first section examines the housing price capitalization effects for the two heavy-raft

systems, BART and CalTram Both systems span muklple counties arid political jurisdlcuons A second

section examines the housing price capitalization effects of the three hght-ratl systems San Diego,

Sacramento, and San Jose.

BART and CalTrain

Our analysis of the capitalization effects of BART and CalTrain is itself organized into two parts

(1) a common model specification applied separately to home sales in Alameda, Contra Costa, and San

Mateo Counties, and (2) umque, "best-fit" model specifications for each county.
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Common Model Spec#catwn

We begin with the common specification (Table 6). The three regressions, one each for Alameda,

Contra Costa, and San Mateo Counties, include exactly the same variables, regardless of their statistical

slgmflcance This allows us to deterrmne the explanatory power of a stogie specification in three some-

what different housing markets

The common model fits the data fairly well, explaining 80 percent of the variation m the sample

of Atameda home prices, 76 percent of the variation in the sample of Contra Costa home prices, and 64

percent of the variation in the sample of San Mateo home prices. Given the size and diversity of the

samples, these are very good goodness-of-flt results.

The value and statistical significance of the coefficients of the home attributes varies by county

Home square footage (SQFT) is the most significant variable in all three counties, followed by lot square

footage (LOTSIZE) In Alameda County, every additional square foot of home size (above the mean) added

$110 62 to the price of a home sold in 1990. In Contra Costa County, eve~" additional square foot of living

area added $107 37 And in San Marco County, the estimated hedomc price of an additional square foot

of hying area was $145 7i The coefficient for the number of bedrooms (BDIRMS) was statistically signi-

ficant and consistently negative in all three counties. This result does not mean that homes with more

bedrooms sell at a discount It does mean that buyers prefer their additional square footage in a form

other than additional bedrooms Buyers of homes in Alameda and Contra Costa County were unwilhng

to pay a premium for additional bathrooms (above the average), in contrast to homebuyers in San Marco

County, who were willing to pay $27,398 addatlonal dollars for an additional bathroom The coefficient

for the variable measuring home age (AGE) was not statistically sigmflcant in any of the three counties.

The six variables describing neighborhood income and racial make-up also vary in importance

and significance by county Of the six variables, only two are consistently significant 1990 median

family income (MEDINC), and the owner-occupied share of the housing stock (PCTOWNOCC) 

with the case of square footage and bedrooms above, this does not mean that houses in neighborhoods

with a preponderance of owner-occ~upled homes sell at a discount. Rather, it is because income, not

housing tenure, is regarded as the primary measure of neighborhood quality All else being equal, homes

sell for more because they are m wealthy neighborhoods, not because they are in neighborhoods domina-

ted by owner-occupied housing.

The coefficients of the various race variables also reqmre some explanation: although they vary m

s~gmficance by county, all are consistently negative, even for whlte-dormnant census tracts As above, this

is the result of mulucolhnearity-- in this case between racml make-up and income In Alameda County,

homes in Hlspamc-dommant and Afncan-Amerlcan-dormnant census tracts sell at a deep discount when

compared with slmalar homes in Whlte-domlnant neighborhoods Homes in Asian-dominant census tracts

also sell at a discount compared to White-dominant neighborhoods. Race is considerably less important

in Contra Costa County, where the only homes that sell at a discount are those in I-hspamc-dormnant
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census tracts Finally, in San Marco, neighborhood racial composition and home prices are statistically

unrelated

We turn now to the four variables measuring transportation access and proxImaty The two

proximity variables measuring the potential disamemty effects of transit and highways, TRANADJ and

I--I~’YADJ (measuring whether or not a particular home is within 300 meters of a transit hne or freeway,

respectively), are statistically mslgmficant for all three counties. This means that houses within 300

meters of a major transportation facility did not sell at a discount in 1990 when compared to comparable

homes located elsewhere in other words, there is no systematic dlsamemty effect associated with living

near either BART, CalTram, or a major freeway

The two accessibility variables, TRANDIST and HWYDIST, by contrast, are statistically signifi-

cant, at least for homes in Alameda and Contra Costa counties that sold in 1990 Homes near BART

stations sotd at a premium in 1990, whale homes near freeway interchanges sold at a discount For every

meter closer an Alameda county home was to the nearest BAKT station (measured along the street

network), its 1990 sales price increased by $2 29, all else being equal For Contra Costa homes that sold

in 1990, the sales price premium associated with the nearest BART station was $1 96 per meter The

results for San Mateo County and CalTrain are different accessibility to a CalTram station did not

boost the prices of San Marco County homes sold in !990

The important contribution of BART accessibility to home prices in Alameda and Contra Costa

counties is shown graphically in Figure 4 Holding all other home and neighborhood characteristics

constant (and evaluated at their average values), home prices in Alanleda County vary from $250,000 for

homes immediately adjacent to a BART station, to $180,000 for home located 35 kilometers (or about 20

miles) from a BART station In Contra Costa County, homes directly adjacent to BART stations sell at

a premium of $68,600 compared with otherwise similar homes located 35 kalometers distant.

In the case of freeway accessibility (l e., measured as street distance to the nearest interchange), the

opposite effect was observed in Alameda and Contra Costa counties, homes near freeway interchanges

sold for less than comparable homes elsewhere For every meter it was closer to a freeway interchange,

the 1990 sales price of an Alameda county home declined $2.80 The per-meter discount associated with

highway accesslblhty was even greater in Contra Costa County $3 41. "Highway accessibility had no

effect on the 1990 sales prices of San Marco county homes.

Incorporating Inter-jur~sd~cttona[ D~fferences

A second set of regression models includes a unique "best" model for each county (Tables 7, 8, and

9) Here, in addition to the home, neighborhood, and transportation variables included above, we also

included dummy variables for each incorporated city If homes near BART are located in cities that provide

a higher quality of pubhc services at a lower tax cost than elsewhere, then the accessibility premiums esti-

mated above might be slgmficantly over-stated. The dummy varlables allow us to test for this possibility
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Table 7
Capltahzation Effects of BART

on 1990 Alameda County Single-Family Home Prices

DependentVanable SALEPRICE (1990)

Home Charactenshcs
SQFT
LOTSIZE
AGE

Alameda County
Coefficient t- stat

100 73 34 28
2o41 8 33

-548 07 -5.72

Neighborhood Characteristics"
MEDINCOM
PctWH ITE
PctHISPN
PctBLACK
PctOWNER

1 64 9 57
88,594 87 -1.62

-48,852 69 -2 40
-47,710 62 -2 66
-53,241 79 -4 94

Locatlonal Characteristics
TRANDIST (BART) -1 91 -9 61

CttvDummy Variables
BERKELEY
OAKLAND
ALAMEDA
PIEDMONT
ALBANY
UNION CITY

68817
50 379

102201
100 502
53 697
24 208

11 36
9 71
713
6 48
4.95
2 62

CONSTANT -1,022 00 -0 06

R -squared
Observations

0 83
1132



Table 3
System Compansons between BART, Caltram, the San D~ego Trolley,

Sacramento Light Raft, and San Jose Light Ratl

Year System Length Number of Stations with Parking Facilities
Transit System Opened (~n m61es) Stations # of Stations S#aces
BART 1972/75 142 0 34 24 3t ,062
Caltraln 1980 93 8 26 19 3,438
San D~ego Trolley 1986/1989 41 0 22 16
Sacramento Light Rail 1986 36 1 28 9 3,387
San Jose Dght IRall 1988 39 0 33 13 6,298

Source American Pubhc Transtt Association and mdlvtdual operators

Table 4
Level-of-Service Compansons between BART, Caltram, the San Dtego Trolley,

Sacramento Light Rail, and San Jose Lfght Rail

Hours of Frequency of Servtce (mm) Avg Vehicle Avg
Transit System Service Peak ~ Speed (’mph) Fare*
BART 4 am - I2 am 3 20 32 1 $1 27
Caltraln 4 50 am -10 pm 4-30 60-120 32 1 $1 66
San D~ego Trolley 4 45 am - 1 15 am 7 15-30 19 3 $1 20
Sacramento Light IRaqi 4 30 am -12 30 am 15 30 19 9 $1 25
San Jose Light Rail 525 am-230am 10 30 128 $1 00

Notes * For BART & Ca#ram thts was calculated as Annual Revenue from Fares~Annual Unhnked Tnps,
for hght raft systems, these were the actual fares or the average of the mmtmum and maximum fares

Source Amencan Pubhc Trans# Assoclahon and tndtvldual operators

Table 5
RJdershlp, Market Area, and Market Capture Comparisons between BART, Caltram, the San Diego Trolley,

Sacramento bght Raft, and San Jose Light Raft

1991 Rldershlp Avg Tnp Population of Market Capture
Transit System Passenqers Passenqer-Miles Len.qth (males) Market Area* Index**
BART 74,761,736 891,228,943 11 9 2,102,767 35 6
Caltram 5,437,393 123,483,189 22 7 750,543 7 2
San D~ego Trolley 15,933,546 115,518,215 7.3 1,030,183 15 5
Sacramento Dght Ra~J 5,702,520 30,783,073 5 4 739,058 7 7
San Jose Light Rad 2,432,298 7,526,763 3 1 739,891 3 3

Notes * Esbmate of 1990 population w#hm 5 mdes of terminal stattons and 3 miles of hne stations
¯ * Market capture index is calculated by dtvJdlng market area populahon Into 1991 ndershlp

Source Amencan Pubhc Translt Assoctatlon and mdJwdual operators



Table 9
Capitahzation Effects of Caltrain Service

on 1990 San Marco County Single-Family Home Prices

Dependent Vanable SALEPRICE (1990)

Home Characteristics

San Mateo County
Coefficient t - stat

SQFT 128 19 8 17
LOTSlZE 3 30 2 88
BEDRMS -26,138 00 -2 96
BATHS 37,432 00 3 47

Neiqhborhood Charactenstics"
MEDINCOM 0 92 3 11
PctBLACK -975 30 -2 24

L ocatlonal Characterfstics
TRANADJ (Caltraln) -51,011 36 -2 71
HWYDIST 4 68 2 13

City Dumm~ Vanables
WOODSfDE 4,564,422 6 29
BURLINGAME 129,936 5 11
MILLBRAE 111,717 3 63
MENLO PARK 87,240 3 96
BELMONT 66,464 2 98
SAN CARLOS 66,163 2 63
REDWOOD CITY 53,594 3 64
SAN MATEO 51,732 3 44

CONSTANT 59,004 00
R -Squared 0 72
Observations 233

2 40



by capturing the price effects of mumclpal variations in tax rates and school and public facility quality, and

by accounting for the possibility that at least some of the accessibility premiums associated with BART

(reported in Table 6) might be the result of inter-municipal service quality differentials

After first estimating each model with a full set of city dummy variables, we then eliminated all

variables found to be statistically insignificant The best model for each county selects only those explana-

tory variables that are significant at the 95 percent confidence level As a result, only the slgmficant

locatlonal variables are reported

Six Alameda County mumclpal dummy variables were found to be statistically significant:

ALAMEDA, ALBANY, BERKELEY, OAKLAND, PIEDMONT, and UNION CITY. The estimated

coefficients are effectlvely the price premiums associated with a particular home being located in a specific

city Homes located in Piedmont, for example, sold for $100,502 more in 1990 than comparable homes

located elsewhere in Alameda County. Inserting the municipal dummy variables in the model reduces

the statistical slgmflcance of the highway accessibility variable (HWYDIST), but it has a negligible effect

on the transit station accessibility variable (TI~NSDIST) All else being equal, homes in Alameda

County sold at a $1 91 premium in 1990 for every meter they were located closer to a BART station

Put another way, for every kilometer more chstant a house was from a BART station in 1990, its price

declined by about $2,000

The price effects of mumc~pal service and tax differentials are more apparent m Contra Costa

County, where lust about all of the mumclpal dummy variables were found to be statistically significant

(Table 8). Compared to comparable homes located in umncorporated Contra Costa County, homes

located in Ormda, Kensington, Moraga, arid Lafayette sold at premiums of $26,745, $40,041, $47,885,

and $28,241 respectively Comparable homes in other municipalities sold at discounts, ranging from a

minimum discount of $38,739 in Walnut Creek to a maximum discount of $136,089 in Brentwood

lnctudmg the mumcipal dummy variables raises the overall goodness-of-fit of the model from 76 (for the

common specification shown in Table 6) to .83.

Not surprisingly, the mumclpal dummy vanables are correlated with the two transportation

accessibility variables Compared with the common specification in Table 6, inserting the mumcipal

dummy variables in the model renders the highway accessibility variable (HWYDIST) Insigmficant,

while reducing the premium associated with being near BART--from $1 96 per meter to $1 04 per

meter The two transportation adjacency variables, HWYADJ and TRANADJ, remain statistically

inslgnlficant.

Inserting the various mumcipal dummy variables also affects the values and significance levels of

the home and neighborhood coefficients. Compared to the common specification shown in Table 6, the

SQFT, LOTSIZE, and BEDROOMS coefficients are reduced in magmtude, whale the AGE variable

becomes statistically sigmficant. Inserting the mumclpal dummy variables renders the MedlNCOME,
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PctHISPANIC, and PctOWNER variables statistically insignificant at the same time that the

PctBLACK and PCtASIAN variables become statistically significant

In San Mateo County, including the various municipal dummy variables increases the overall

goodness-of-fit from 64 to .72 (Table 9) Eight municipal dummy variables are statistically significant 

San Mateo County Woodslde, Millbrae, San Carlos, Burhngame, Menlo Park, Belmont, Redwood City,

and San Mateo. Compared to San Mateo County as a whole, price prerr~ums vary from a high of

$4,564,422 for Woodslde to a low of $51,732 in San Mateo.

Compared to the common specification shown in Table 6, including the municipal dummy varia-

bles has no effect on the transit accessibility (TRANDIST) or highway proximity varlable (HWYADJ),

but has a b~g effect on the highway accesslbihty (HWYDIST) and transit proximity (TRANADJ) varia-

bles both become statistically significant. According to the results shown in Table 9, for every meter a

San Mateo County home was closer to a major freeway, its 1990 sales price declined by $4.68 Clearly,

homebuyers in San Mateo County are willing to pay a premium not to be near a freeway. They are also

willing to pay money not to be located within 300 meters of the CalTram rlght-of-way. All else being

equal --including neighborhood income, racial composition, and municipal service level-- homes located

within 300 meters of the CalTram line sold at a discount in 1990 of $51,011 The disamenivy value associa-

ted with living near the CalTrain line is probably a function of the noise levels generated by CalTrain

service, noise levels that are much higher than BART’s Note also that wtnle BART is underground in

some commumties, and contained by a freeway in others, CalTram runs at grade for its entire length

These results pose two basic questions The first is why should there be a price premaum associa-

ted with accessibility to BART stations but not CalTrain statlons~ We beheve that the answer lies with

BART’s superior level of transit service and greater parkang capacity. Because of its greater speed, more

frequent service, and abtllty to accommodate a wider commuter shed through large amounts of parking,

BART generates true accessibility advantages for large areas of Alameda and Contra Costa counties

CalTram service, by contrast, is more hrmted and is targeted toward a relatively small number of

commuters in San Mateo and Santa Clara counties.

A second question is why does accessibility to BART stations generates a housing price premium,

while accessibility to freeway- interchanges does not? We beheve that the reason is that freeway access in

the Bay Area is fairly ubiquitous regardless of where one lives or works, a freeway interchange is almost

sure to be nearby. Compared to BART access, which is a relatively scarce commodity, freeway access is

a relatively plentiful one. Thus, few households are willing to pay extra for it.

Light-Rail Systems

Table 10 presents the results of the common model specification presented in Table 6 as applied to

home sales around Cahforma’s three hght-rail systems: Sacramento, San Diego, and San Jose In contrast

to BART accessibility, accessibility to a light-rail station does not appear to increase home values sigrufi-
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cantly Of the three hght-ralt systems, only the San Diego Trolley shifted home prices in its favor. San

Jose’s transit system had the opposite effect, with average home prices actually dechmng with mcreasmg

proxlrmty to transit stations The tb.trd tight-rail system in our analysis, Sacramento Transit, had no slgm-

ficant effect on home prices 8 These results are explored in greater detail below.

The San Dzego Trolley: Of the hght°raiI transit systems examined in this study, the San Diego Trolley is

the most successful It has the highest rldershlp, and as recently as 1993 recovered almost 90 percent of

its operating cost from the farebox

Applied to a sample of 134 home sales in the City of San Diego in 1990, the common model

specification explains 83 percent of the variation in home prices Of the five home characteristic varia-

bles included in the model, only two, SQFT and AGE, are statistically significant° By contrast, all six of

the neighborhood characteristic variables are statistically significant

Of the four transportation accessibility and proximity variables included in the model, only one,

TRANDIST, is statistically significant and of the expected sign. For the typical single-family home in

the City of San Diego in 1990, for every meter it was closer to a Trolley station, its 1990 home price

increased by $2 72 Note that this premium is actually higher than the accessibility premiums associated

with BART stations

The premium associated with accessibility to a Trolley station applies only to homes in the City

of San Diego If the home sales data set is expanded to include home sales outside the city, TRANDIST

becomes statistically insignificant. This suggests that while the accesslblhty premium associated with the

San Diego Trolley is quite high, it is limited in extent to homes in the City of San Diego This is quite

different from the BART case above, where the extent of the accessibility premium is more far-reaching

San Jose Perhaps because of its newness, the San Jose hght-rail system has not had much of an impact

Rldershlp remains quite low, as do rates of farebox recovery

Nor, judging from the results of the common model, has the San Jose system had a positive

impact on nearby home prices. Quite the contrary Transit in San Jose actually takes away value from

homes that are located within easy reach of its stations. The decline in average home prices in San Jose is

about $1.97 per meter of distance between a home and the nearest transit station. As large as this num-

ber is, it is considerably less than the discount associated with proxlrmty to the nearest freeway interchange

for every meter the typical home was closer to a freeway interchange, its 1990 sales price declined by

$4 36 San Jose homes within 300 meters of a freeway sold at an addational discount of $11,486

What accounts for these results~ Part of the reason why San Jose homebuyers prefer not to live

near transportation facilities (whether transit or highways) is because those facilities tend to be located 

neighborhoods dominated by commercial and industrial uses The housing stock located in such neigh-

borhoods is simply less valuable Over time, transit service may add value to the older housing stock,

but as yet, such an effect is not apparent Equally important-- unlike BART, CalTraln, and to a lesser
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extent, the San Diego Trolley --San Jose’s hght-rai1 stations are designed for pedestrian and bus access,

and include only rmmmal amounts of parking This significantly reduces the system’s ability to attract

riders from San Jose’s more affluent and lower-density areas

Sacramento: Sacramento’s hght-rail system is simalar in many respects to those in San Diego and San

Jose. The system is of the same vintage, operates at roughly the same speeds, is not grade-separated, arid

extensively serves the downtown area. Unlike the San Jose system, Sacramento’s hght-rall system does

pass through several established residential neighborhoods Moreover, several of the system’s outer

stations are located in freeway medians, and include large amounts of parking

Despite these advantages, Sacramento’s light-raft system has had no discernable posltlve or

negative effect on home prices within the city This is ’also true for freeways In fact, none of the four

variables measuring transportation accessibility or proxirmty are even marginally slgmflcant. What

drives housing prices in Sacramento is home size (larger homes sell at a significant premium), home age

(older homes also sell at a premium), and neighborhood income levels.

This finding is not unexpected Although nearly as long as the San Diego Trolley, Sacramento’s

hght-rail system served 60 percent fewer passengers in I991 As dlscassed above, the Sacramento system

is also considerably less efficient than the San Diego Trolley in terms of both total operating cost and

operating cost per passenger mile Finally, Sacramento’s freeways are far less congested than those in San

Diego. Thus, the Sacramento hght-rail system plays a far smaller role in providing congestion relief than

does the San Diego Trolley.

A Note on Model Robustness

How temporally robust are ti~ese results~ Is it possible that they reflect conditions in California

housing markets during the sample period (the second quarter of 1990), and do not apply to other periods?

To explore the stability of the models over time, we compared the results of the Alameda County and

San Diego city models estimated using 1990 sales data with the results of a second set of model runs using

1987 saies data. The results of this latter set of runs is included as Appendix II

Although the coefficient estimates m the 1990 models were expectedly higher (since we had not

adjusted for inflation), overall, there were no significant structural differences between the 1990 and 1987

estimates for either the Alameda County or San Diego city samples. This comparison leads us to believe

that our samples of 1990 single family home sales are sufficiently representative of home sales in other

periods as to warrant our generalizations regarding the values of transit and highway accessibility.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS and POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Summary and Conclusions

This study compares the capitalization effects of transit and highway investments on single-family

home prices across six Cahforma counties and five rail transit systems. It breaks new ground in a number

of areas It is the first capitalization study of rail transit to compare so many systems, and in particular

to compare heavy and hght-rail systems. It is one of only a handful of capitalization studies to compare

accesslbdlty to raft transit with accesslblhty to the primary competing mode" freeways. It is the first

transit capitalization study to distinguish between the benefits of living near a rad transzt st.atzon--

improved accessibility--with costs of lzvzng too near a transzt route-- noise and vibration Finally, it is

the first capitahzation study to exploit the analytic capabilities of geographic information systems to

develop alternative measures of accessibility and proximity for use m hedomc modelling

Beyond Issues of methodology and techmque, this study presents four findings regarding the

nature and extent of transport capitalization:

1 The capitalization effects of rail transit can be slgmficant Among 1990 Alameda County
home sales, the price premaum associated with (street) distance to the nearest BART sta-
tion was $2.29 per meter For 1990 home sales in next-door Contra Costa Count-y, the
price premium associated with distance to the nearest BART station was $1 96 per meter

2 Not all regional transportation facilities generate capitalization benefits. In none of the
six counties studied did accessibility to a freeway interchange increase home prices
Quite the contrary In Contra Costa and San Mateo counties, as well as m the City of

San Jose, proxirmty to a freeway was associated with lower overall home prices

3 The extent to wbach transit service is capitalized into increases in home prices depends
on many things. First and foremost, we believe, it depends on the quality of service
Regional systems such as BART, which provide reliable, frequent, and speedy service,
which serve a large market area, and which are able to capture that market by providing
parking, are more likely to generate significant capitalization effects. The San Diego
Trolley also fails within tbas category. By contrast, systems that provide limited ser-
vice (such as CalTrain), serve a limited market (San Jose Light Rail), lack parkang 
suburban commuters (Sacramento Light Rail), operate at slower speeds, or do not help
reduce freeway congestion (Sacramento and San Jose Light Rait), are unlikely to generate
significant capitalization benefits The importance of service quality is corroborated by
previous studies of the MARTA system in Atlanta (Nelson, 1992), and the Philadelphaa
Lmdenwold hne (Mien et al, 1986).

4 The negative externalities associated with being extremely close to an above-ground tran-
sit line (300 meters in this analysis) are not necessarily capitalized into home values In
only one of the five systems studied in the analysis-- CalTram-- was proximity to the
right-of-way associated wlth reduced home sales prices Given that the CalTrain track-
bed is mlmmally separated from adjacent uses, and that the CalTrain train cars are not
specifically designed for quiet operation, t~s is not a surprising finding.
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Policy Implications

These findings lead to two slgmficant policy conclusions and two very large caveats The first pol-

icy conclusion is that the capltahzed housing price premaums associated with BART access, as slgmficant

as they are, are not large enough to promote higher residential densities. Even m the best of cases, the

market, left to its own devices, is unlikely to generate significantly higher residenual dens~ties near tran-

sit stations Supportive land use policies-- and m many locations, development subsidies or mcen-

uves --are necessary to support the development of higher-density housing at or near transit stations

Second, this analysis suggests that it may be possible to wlden translt’s operating funding base.

Transit system operating funds have historically been drawn from (1) fares; (2) federal assistance, 

(3) sales tax revenues A few crees, notably Denver and Los Angeles, have experimented with commer-

cial benefit assessment districts 9 The results of this analysis suggest that transit districts may want to

consider estabhshmg residential benefit assessment districts around stations as a means for recapturing

some of the accesslbihty benefits that are capltahzed into home values. We estimate, for example, that a

yearly benefit-assessment fee of $50, apphed to all smgle-farmly homes within a one-mile radius of a

BART station, could raise as much as $4 rralhon per year 10

These pohcy conchis~ons are subject to two obvious caveats that bear menuon. The first Is that

the existence and magnitude of the station access capitalization effect is by no means a sure thing Of the

five raiI transit systems analyzed in this paper, only BART and the San Diego Trolley generated station

access premiums The existence and s~ze of the premium are based on many factors, including system

Ievet-of-servxce, levels-of-service on competing modes (particularly freeways), parking availablhty, travel

patterns, and local land use forms Although the existence of transit access price premiums may be

evident in retrospect (as is the case here), they are certainly not guaranteed before the fact.

The magnitude of any transit access premiums will also vary by station. The fact that the aver-

age BART access premium assocmted with 1990 Alameda County homes sales varied between $1.91 and

$2.29 per meter of distance from a BART stauon does not mean that home values were correspondingly

higher in every home in every neighborhood near a BART station. In neighborhoods suffering from

weak housing demand, or m neighborhoods m which the quahty of the housing stock is poor, there may

well be no additional value associated with transit access
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Endnotes

1Because they are so new, the Red and Blue Metro Imes in Los Angeles are not included m this analysls Nor is
Metro-hnk service

2An exception is Cervero and Landis (1992), and Cervero (1993).
3Some longitudinal studies have also been quasi-experimental That is. they have involved comparisons of price
changes between sites nearby transportation facilities (the "experimental group") and those more distant (the
"control group")

4The choice of facility and approach is mostly a fianction of study age Older studies --those undertaken in the
1950s and 1960s --tend to focus on the impacts of highways, and generally take a longitudinal approach More
recent studies focus on transit capitalization, and rely on hedomc models

SThe selected samples included a complete set of recorded sales during the April-June 1990 period Excluded from
the samples were homes that were excessively inexpensive (less than $50,000), excessively expensive (greater
than $500,000), or excessively small (one bedroom or less)

~Home sales were assigned to census tracts as follows first, each home sale was "address-matched" to a street map
using a geographic information system Next, a map of census tracts was overlaid on top of the street map to
determine whlch homes where in which tracts This procedure was accomplished using ARC/Info

7In areas with minimal turnover, housing sales prices are determined at the margins according to transactions
between a limited number of buyers and sellers In such cases, housing prices track with the incomes of buyers,
and not necessarily with the incomes of existing residents

gin contrast to BART and CalTram, the light°rail systems covered in this study were entirely within a single
city’s boundaries Hence, a second analysis controlling for Inter-jurlsdlctlonal differences m service quality and
taxes is not necessary

9Los Angeles’s benefit assessment district, which was established to help finance subway construction, was
overturned by the courts in 1991

l°Capitahzmg this fee at an interest rate of 5 percent yields a total value of $1,000 This is far less than the
housing price premium associated with BART access
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Appendix I

Procedures Use to Estimate the Transit and Highway Accessibility Variables
and to Match Home Transactions with 1990 Census Tract Data

Steps

4

6

Housing transactions during the second quarter of 1990 were sampled (by counW) from ondme
transaction records provided by the TRW-Redi Company !nduded in the sampled data was the
street address of each house

Each housing transaction was located in space according to its address. Specifically, each
transaction was address-matched to a computerized street map using Arc/Info, a leading geographic
mformauon system (GIS).

Arc/Info was used to measure the street distance from each newly address-matched home to each
transit stop and highway interchange in the county. The result of this operation was a matnx of
street distances from each home (row) to every transit station or highway interchange (column) 
each county

For each home, the nearest rapid transit stauon and highway interchange was identified The
measured distance to the nearest transit station became the variable TRANDIST, the measured
distance to the nearest highway interchange became the variable HWYDIST

Arc/Info was next used to construct a 300-meter "&samemty zone" or corndor around each transit
line and highway A value of 1 was given to the varmble TRANADJ for those homes that fell
within a transit &samemty zone. Sirmlarly, a value of 1 was given to the variable HWYADJ for
those homes that fell within a highway &samemty zone. A value of zero was given to the variables
TRANADJ and HWYADJ for those homes outside the transit and highway dlsamenlty zones
DlsamemtT values were not assigned to homes within 300 meters of underground transit lines or
highways

Arc/Info was used to identify the census tract within which each l’iome was located Census tract
specffm information on median household income, homeownership, and racml makeup was then
matched to each observation.
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